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Abstract

It has long been assumed that animals select nutritionally adequate diets via iMate and

learned preferences for nutritious foods. However, animals typically fail to select a

nutritionally adequate diet when a) more than two or three alternative diets are available, b)

a needed nutrient is available only in a relatively unpalatable food. and c) recovery from

nutrient deficiency is delayed. Because these three conditioJ'ls are likely to occur in natural

settings, the inability of animals to select adequate diets under such conditions suggests that

our current understanding ofdiet sel~tion in nature is in need ofrevision.

The present research indicated that failures on the p",n of animals to select adequate

diets have been due to the artificial testing conditions used in previous diet-selection

experiments. Animals in previous experiments were tested in isolation, and have therefore

been denied a source of dietary infonnation available to their wild counterparts: the diet

selection behaviour of others. In the present research, rats rapidly developed preferences

for a protein-rich food under the three conditions listed above when they were exposed to

others feeding upon the protein-rich diet. Present data indicated that rats adopted the

preferences of others by matching what other rats ate, rather than matching where others

ate.

The responses of rats to the feeding behaviour of others seem well-matched to the goal

of obtaining reliable and accurate dietary information from others. For example, rats were

more likely to match a diet preference if several others arc displaying the same diet

preference rather than ifjust one other exhibited that preference. Such a behaviour might

serve to prevent rats from adopting an idiosyncratic, maladaptive preferences; it seems
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unlikely that several rats would display the same idiosyncratic maladaptive preference.

Rats were also more likely to match the diet choices of large rats than small ratS. Because

large rats in the wild arc more likely to have acquired beneficial diet preferences than those

of small rats, the tendency to preferentially match the diet choice of large rats would result

in superior diet choices.

The degree to which rats match the diet choic~s ofothers while nunient deprived and

nunient replete also suggests an adaptive interpretation. Nunient-deprived rats matched the

diet choices ofothers to a greater extent than did rats that were either recovering from

nunient-deprivation or completely recovered from nunient-deprivation. The mechanism

underlying the enhanced tendency of nunient-deprived rats to match the diet choices of

others did not appear to be an enhanced susceptibility to social influence. Rather, nunient

deprivation rendered rats more likely to resnict their diet choice to a single food. Thus,

when nunient-deprived rats were exposed to a demonstrator, they showed a greater

tendency than non-deprived rats to resnict their feeding to the demonstrator's diet

Taken together, the results obtained in the present research indicated that social cues

are a vital source of dietary information. In order to obtain a complete understanding of

how rats, and, undoubtedly, other animals as well, select diets in natural settings, it is

necessary to obtain a clearer understanding of the role of social influences in diet selection.
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Chapter I

Introduelion

The question of how wild animals find nutritious food in natural environments that

contain myriad nutrient-poor and toxic foods has been addressed by psychologists since the

early part of this centwy. The modem consensus is that animals have two complementary

mechanisms that allow them to find nutritious foods: a set of innate preferences for

gustatory qualities that are correlated with the presence of nuoients in foods (Richter, 1943;

Rozin, 1976) and a capachy to learn to prefer nutritious foods (Harris. Hargreaves and

Ward, 1933; Rozin, 1976).

At birth, r2ts, humans, and members of other omnivorous species tend to prefer

foods that are sweet, slightly salty, or greasy to those lacking these qualities. To the extent

that sweet, salt, adn greasy sensations are correlated with the presence of, respectively,

sugars, salt, and fats, the taste of a food can bias animals to eat nutritious foods.

However, because the correlation between the flavor of food and its nutrient composition is

not perfect, animals cannot rely upon their innate preferences to select an adequate diet.

Relative palatability may bias feeding toward foods that are likely to be nuoitious, but

palatability is not a reliable guide to nutritional content.

Omnivores must learn to prefer those foods that contain proteins or amino acids

(e.g. Booth and Simson, 1971; Simson and Booth, 1974; Baker, Booth, Duggan, and

Gibson, 1987), vitamins (e.g. Rozin, 1965; Garcia, Ervin, Yorke, and Koelling, 1967),
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minerals other than sodium (e.g. Scott, Verney, and Morrissey, 1950; Rodgers, 1967;

Chesters and Quanerman, 1970), and starch (e.g. Booth, 1972; Booth, Lovett, and

McSherry. 1972) by associating the physiological consequences of ingesting each nutrient

with the taste of the food conwuing it Because most preferences for nutritious foods must

be learned. differential success in learning to prefer nutritious foods accounts for a sizeable

portion of the variance in success of animals searching for nutritious food. Because of the

relationship between successful learning and successful diet selection. the learning

mechanism responsible for the formation of taste-consequence associations has apparently

been shaped by natural selection so as to increase the likelihood that adaptive. rather than

maladaptive. associations develop.

Three properties of It:arning. involved in diet selection, differ in such marked ways

from other fonns of 3.ssociativ~ learning that the :hree properties have been interpreted as

specific adaptations for fonning laste-consequence associarions: (a) Asymptotic learning

often occurs in a single trial (Garcia, McGowan. and Green, 1972); (b) gustatory stimuli

are more likely to become associated with the consequences of ingestion than arc stimuli in

other modalities (Garcia and Koelling, 1966). and, finally, (c) associations between flavors

and consequences are formed even if there is a delay of as much as 12 hr between ingestion

and the onset of internal consequences of ingestion (Revusky, 1968~ Smith and Roll.

1967).

While these three characteristics of learning processes involved in diet selection

increase the likelihood that adaptive associations will develop, they do not guanmtee this

outcome. Westoby (1974) described three features of a diet-selection situation that ir."erfere

with the fonnation of adaptive associations between the taste of a food and its internal

consequences. Adaptive diet preferences will not be fonned if: (a) the physiological

consequences of nutrient ingestion occur after the 12 hr "association window" has closed,


































































































































































































































































































































